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ABSTRACT
Yesika Ari Pradina. 2017. The Quality of Machine Translation in Twitter
Islamic Thinking Account. Thesis. English Letters Study Program, Islamic
Education and Teacher Training Faculty.
Advisors : Hj. Lilik Untari, S.Pd. M.Hum
Key words : Machine Translation, Translation Quality Assessment,
Twitter, Islamic Thinking
The researcher analyze The Quality of Machine Translation in Twitter Islamic
thinking Account. In this research has three problem statement which are :
translation accuracy on machine translation in twitter, translation acceptability
on machine translation in twitter, and translation readadiability on machine
translation in twitter. The purpose of this research is to know what the result
of machine translation in twitter is accurate and acceptable.
In this research the researcher used descriptive qualitative method. The data
took from account twitter islamic thinking and observation. The other data are
taken questionnaries assessed by rater and respondents. The limitation  of the
data in this research are the tweet / the posting with periode february until
april 2016. The technique of data collection is documentation and
questionnaries. The technique of data analysis is collecting data, data
reduction, and data display.
In this research uses nababan theories about translation quality assessment.
The research findings 80 data screenshot. The dominant tweet in this
translation is complex sentences. In category accuracy the researcher conclude
there are 17 data (21.25%) as accurate, 30 data (37.75 %) as less accurate and
33 data (41.25 %) as inaccurate. . In category acceptability the researcher
conclude there are 20 data (25%) as acceptable, 29 data (36.25%) as less
acceptable and 31 data (38.75%) as unacceptable. In category readadiability
the researcher conclude there are 20 data (25%) as readiable, 29 data
(36.25%) as less readiable and 31 data (38.75%) as unreadiable.
.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
A. Research Background
Translation is developing rapidly. Moreover, translation studies reach
in various field today. In the field of the translation of technology, there is a
technology called machine translation. Machine translation is one of tools that
uses translation text. According to Arnold, Balkan, Meijer, Humphreys,
Sadler (1994: 1) “Machine Translation (MT) as it is generally known the
attempt to automate all, or part of the process of translating from one human
language to another”. The definition tells that machine translation is an
automate tool that uses translating text. Machine Translation is interesting
because it represents an attempt to automate an activity that may require the
full range of human knowledge. It is possible to think of a context where the
knowledge is required. In this sense, the extent to which one can automate
translation is an indication of the extent to which one can automate thinking.
Actually, machine translation has presented long time ago on some of popular
social media, such as Facebook, Friendster, Tumblr, etc.
The language employed in social media sites especially in Twitter is
different from the one found in the media and the form of the word employed
sometimes may not found in the dictionary. The users of social media
platforms employ special slang, emoticons, and often emphasize words by
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repeating some of their letters. Additionally, the language employed in
Twitter has specific characteristics, such as the markup of twets that were
reported by other users with “RT”, the markup of topics using the “#” hash
sign and of the users using the “@” sign. All these aspects must be considered
at the time of processing twets (Balahur and Turcy; 2012).
The researcher chooses Twitter as an object because there is no other
researcher that uses Twitter as an object of translation studies. They usually
use Google Translate or Facebook as an object. The researcher chooses
Islamic Thinking Twitter account because the three respondent follow Twitter
Islamic Thinking account and they often read the posts/ twets in order to get
many lesson about religion and hadits.
Finding the machine translation on Twitter is easy. Firstly, open certain
post from an account that has different language with your default language
settings. Secondly, see below the post, there is a link written as “see
translation”. It is the link of machine translation used to translate the post.
Active users of Twitter usually make a post on Twitter almost every day. To
make many good posts on Twitter is good. It is also important when the user
wants to gain many followers and become viral.
There are twets that can be translated and cannot be translated using
machine translation.
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1. The twet that can be translated using machine translation:
Example:
SL : How many lessons there are and how little they are taken. –
Ali (radiAllahuanhu)
TL : Berapa banyak pelajaran yang ada dan betapa sedikit
mereka diambil. – Ali (radiAllahanhu)
From text in above, the twet can be translated correctly. That twet tells
that many lesson in the world but just little that we take. There is no
meaning shift in source language to target language. It uses word to word
translation.
2. The twet that cannot be translated using machine translation :
Example:
SL : Sometimes Allah SWT allows illness so we take better care
of ourselves.
TL : Kadang – kadang Allah MANIS memungkinkan penyakit
sehingga kita mengambil lebih memperhatikan diri kita
sendiri.
From text in above, the twet cannot be translated. That twet tells that
sometimes Allah gives us illness in order so the people can learn to take
care of themselves. The meaning of source language is different with
target language. It uses word to word translation.
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From the explanation above, the researcher is interested in analyzing the
translation quality especially in the accuracy, acceptability, and readability on
Islamic Thingking account. The implementation of this research, firstly the
researcher took data from Islamic Thinking account. Then, the researcher
sorted the posts from Islamic Thinking account. The researcher took those
data in the period of February until April 2016. The third, the researcher asked
some raters to give score evaluating the accuracy. Fourth, the researcher asked
some respondents to give score to evaluate the acceptability and readability.
Lastly, the researcher analyzed the data.
This research is important because many people in the world use Twitter
. To understand the meaning of some posts that different with their language,
they usually use machine translation in Twitter . It makes the researcher
interested to make research about machine translation in Twitter . This
research is focused in terms of accuracy, acceptability, and readability of the
Twitter machine translation. So, this research can increase the knowledge in
terms of the translation of technology. The researcher chooses Twitter as an
object of research because there is no other researcher using Twitter as an
object. The researcher chooses Islamic Thinking account because it is a
popular account in Twitter that has 1.196.828 followers and 9.200 posts. The
followers are from many countries. The posts are usually about hadits or
surah from the holy Quran.
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B. Research Limitation
In order to reach the expected goal of the research, the researcher
limited the data which are the screenshot from Islamic Thinking account’s
twets posted between the period of February until April 2016. There are 80
data analyzed in this research. Those data is in the form of sentence.
C. Problem Statements
Based on the background of the study, there are three problems in this
research as follows:
1) How is the accuracy of the translation results from the Twitter machine
translation on Islamic Thinking account’s posts from February until April
2016?
2) How is the acceptability of the translation results from the Twitter
machine translation on Islamic Thinking account’s posts from February
until April 2016?
3) How is the readability of the translation results from the Twitter
machine translation on Islamic Thinking account’s posts from February
until April 2016?
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D. Research Objectives
The purposes of conducting this research are:
1. To describe the accuracy of Twitter machine translation on Islamic
Thinking Twitter account.
2. To describe the acceptability of Twitter machine translation on Islamic
Thinking Twitter account.
3. To describe the readability of Twitter machine translation on Islamic
Thinking Twitter account.
E. Research Benefit
1. Theoretically, it is expected that this research can be used as helpful reference
in order to give better understanding about the quality of machine translation
especially in Twitter. This research is also hoped to be studied by students,
lectures, or other people interested to the machine translation.
2. Practically, it is hoped that the research can be used as reference for the
student who are interested in this machine translation. It can also be used by
lecturer who uses the research as a supporting source for teaching and it is
hoped that this research can be used to the users of Twitter to understand the
machine translation deeply as a reading material. Finally, the whole of
significances hopefully can be additional reference, especially for people who
are studying translation.
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a. For the reader
This research can increase the knowledge about the machine
translation. Hence the reader can understand about the excess and
shortage of the Twitter machine translation.
b. For the other researcher
The result of this research is expected to provide information
about the study of translation and be used as a reference for the
upcoming research.
c. For the lecturer
This reserch can be used as an additional reference as this
research gives some information about machine translation
especially in Twitter about the evaluation of accuracy,
acceptability, and readibility.
F. Definition of Key Terms
1. Machine Translation: it is generally known as the attempt to automate
all, or part of the process of translating from one human language to
another (Blackwell, 1994: 1).
2. Translation Quality Assessment: it is a fast growing sub-field of
Translation Studies. It focuses on the inter-relationships between the text
22
translated from (ST) and the text translated into (TT). (adapted from
http://Translationjournal.net)
3. Twitter: it is a microblogging service, has emerged as a new medium in
spotlight through recent happenings, such as an American student jailed in
Egypt and the US Airways plane crash on the Hudson river (Balahur and
Turcy, 2012)
4. Islamic Thinking: it is one of popularTwitter account that discuss about
religion especially Muslim. (adapted from http://Twitter
.com/IslamicThinking)
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW LITERATURE
This chapter consists of the theories and terms supporting the data
analysis. It involves the definition of translation, translation quality
assessment, machine translation, machine translation evaluation, Twitter ,
Islamic Thinking Twitter account, and previous related study.
A. Theoretical Description
1. Translation
In globalization era translation is something important because
the world always develops. A good deal information come every day.
Misunderstanding of language can make problems in the borderless
modern society. This phenomenon push scientist to study deeper about
the concept of translation. Thus, translation has important role.
Translation has been defined in many ways by different expert
in the field, depending on how they view language and translation.
According to Newmark (1988; 5), translation is rendering the meaning
of a text into another language in the way that the author intended the
text. The definition describes that translating is about rendering the
message from one languageto another.
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Besides, Nida and Taber (1982; 12) say that translation means
reproducing to the receptor language the closest natural equivalent of
the source language message, firstly in terms of meaning and secondly
in terms of style. Both definitions above imply that translation
involves two languages: the source language (SL) and the target or
receptor language (TL), and an act of translating is an act of
reproducing the meaning of the SL text into that of the TL text.  The
definition tells that translation is reproducing meaning from one
language to another.
From the notions above it can be concluded that translation
includes the act of transferring message from the source text to the
target text. The aim of translation is to find the equivalent meaning of
the source language expression in the target language. Thus, meaning
is important in translation and it must be held constant. Furthermore,
translating a literary work into another language is creating a new
literary work in another language. A translation novel is a novel that
contains different language from the original text but carrying the
spirit of the original text. It also arouses the same respond to the
readers between the two languages.
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2. Categories of Translation
As stated by Catford (1965:20) states that the categories of
translation are divided into three types. The categories are divided into
extent, levels, and ranks of translation.
a. In terms of the extent (Full vs Partial translation)
1) Full Translation
SL text which is submitted to the translation process: that
is, every part of the SL text is replaced by TL text material.
2) Partial Translation
In a partial translation, some part or parts of the SL text are
left untranslated: they are simply transferred to and
incorporated in the TL text.
b. In terms of the levels (Total vs Restricted)
1) Total Translation may best be defined as: replacement of SL
grammar and lexis with consequential replacement of SL
phonology/graphology by (non-equivalent) TL phonology/
graphology.
2) Restricted Translation: replacement of SL textual material, at
only one level.
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c. In terms of ranks (free, literal, and word for word)
1) Free translation
Catford (1965: 25) says that “free translation is always
unbounded equivalence shunt up and down the rank scale, but
tend to be at higher ranks – sometimes between larger units
than the sentence.” It is known that the free translation is not
often bound with the level of word but it tends to seek the
equivalent in intact paragraph or discourse. Basically, this
translation limits on the level of phrase, clause, or sentence.
For example: to play truant (membolos), killing two birds with
one stone (menyelam sambil meminum air).
2) Literal translation
Carford (1965: 25) states that “literal translation lies
between these extreme (word for word and free).” It may start
as it were, from a word for word translation, but make changes
in conformity with the target language grammar. It is known
that the literal translation is about the transfering with word for
word but the translation adjusts the structure of word from the
source text into the target text. For example: his heart is in
eight place (hatinya berada di tempat yang benar)
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3) Word for word translation
Word for word translation generally means what it says.
This method is applicable only when both the source language
and target language have the same structure (Catford, 1965:
32). It is known that word for word translation is basically so
bound with level of word. In this technique, the translator only
seeks the equivalent word without changing the structure in the
translation. For example: I will go to New York tomorrow,
(saya akan pergi ke New York besok).
3. Machine Translation
The topic of the book is the art or science of Automatic
Translation, or Machine Translation (MT) as it is generally known as
the attempt to automate all, or part of the processof translating from
one human language to another. The idea is to give the reader a clear
basic understanding of the state of the art, both in terms of what is
currently possible, and how it is achieved, and of what develop
(Blackwell, 1994: 1). In short, machine translation is an automatic
tools use to translate text which help the reader understand the state of
the art, currently possible, achieved, develop.
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In increasing demand for translation, the complexity involved
in the process of translation and the absence of a competent
translators, the scientists and linguists have to be collaborated to
automate translation or to aid the human translator in terms of
specially designed software or program with an in built mechanism for
substituting the structures in the source language into target language.
The invasion of the Internet in every walk of life has enhanced the role
of translation in modern life and has facilitated the use of machine
translation in a big way (Koehn: 2009). While taking decisions
whether to use machine translation or a professional human translator,
the people should take into account of some important factors like
cost, timeliness, target audience, quality and legal implications of the
text being translated and complexity of the subject matter.
Sometimes, in human translations, the intervention of machine
translation has the potential to enhance the speed of translation to
deliver the products in time. A translator is also benefited if she or he
is supplied with substitutes for technical jargon, specific terminology
or keywordsor a glossary to meet his or her requirements during the
process of translation. However, it is almost impossible to think that
machines can altogether replace human translators (Slocum: 1985).
From the statement above, it can be concluded that translation and
human translations has different role and cannot replace each other.
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Machine translation (MT) has a long history of ambitious goals
and unfulfilled promises. Early work in automatic, or “mechanical”
translation, as it was known at the time, goes back at least to the
1940s. Its progress has, in many ways, followed and been fueled by
advances in computer science and artificial intelligence, despite a few
stumbling blocks like the ALPAC report in the United States
(Hutchins, 2003). Machine translation has exceptional goals and
increase in computer science and artificial intelligence, despite afew
stumbling blocks like the ALPAC reported in the United.
Availability of greater computing power has made the access
and usage of machine translation more straight forward. Machine
translation has also gained wider exposure to the public through
several dedicated services, typically available through search engine
services. Most internet users will be familiar with at least one of Babel
Fish, Google Language Tools, or Windows Live Translator (Goutte,
Cancedda, Dymetman, Foster: 2009). Therefore, machine translation
was developed mostly from the internet.
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Interlingua
Analysis            Transfer Generation
Direct translation
Source Target
Figure 1.1 The machine translation pyramid
The machine translation approaches are vary depending on
how much analysis and generation is needed. The interlingua approach
does full analysis and generation, whereas the direct translation
approach does a minimum of analysis and generation. The transfer
approach is somewhere in between (Goutte, Cancedda, Dymetman,
Foster : 2009). Based on the statement above, the machine translation
pyramid result always change the number of the analysis and
generation needed.
The first statistical approach to MT was pioneered by a group
of researchers from IBM in the late 1980s. This may in fact be seen as
part of a general move in computational linguistics. Within about a
decade, statistical approaches became overwhelmingly dominant in the
field, as shown, for example, in the proceedings of the annual
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conference of the Association for Computational Linguistics (ACL)
(Brown et al: 1990). Thus, statistical approach to MT was established
by a group of researchers from IBM include a statistical
approachwhich became overwhelmingly dominant in the ACL.
4. Translation Quality Assessment
Translation quality assessment is an evaluation of some criteria in
translation. According to Horguelin (1985), in the contemporary
period the appreciation of quality in translation has ceased to be a
debate based on general, vague criteria and has focused on a search for
more objective systems of evaluation, ranging from simple value
scales to sophisticated global models. The definition tells that
translation quality assessment is some discussions focused on
objective systems of evaluation in many aspects.
Nababan, Nuraeni, and Sumardiono (2014: 44) say that there are
three aspects of good quality translation should fulfill, they are
accuracy, acceptability, and readability.
a. Accuracy
Accuracy is one of the most important qualities of a good
translation. According to Nababan (2004: 61), an evaluation of
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accuracy of the translation is intended to find out whether the
contents of the SL are accurately translated into TL. The definition
tells that accuracy emerges when there is equivalency of content
between ST and TT. Thus, the translator should transfer the
message from ST into TT as equivalent as possible.
For example : SL : You bring my book
TL : Kamu membawa bukuku
b. Acceptability
According to Nababan (2011: 45), acceptability is an aspect
that target language is appropriated in terms of rules, norms, and
culture either micro structure or macro structure. In short,
acceptability is the transfer of message from source language which
appropriated in terms of rules, norms, and culture of the target
language received by readers. In order to achieve acceptability,
engaging in localization of the translation is essential.
For example : SL : My Father read the Newspaper
TL : Ayahku membaca koran
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c. Readability
Readability is also one of important evaluation in a good
translation. According to Nababan (2003: 62), readability aspect
concerns about how written translation can easily be read and
understood by the readers. In short, readability means the message
from source language can be understood by readers of target
language. Readability of text can be seen from the average length of
sentence, the number of words, and grammatical structure of
language used.
For example : SL : Vino playing football in the yard
TL : Vino bermain sepak bola di lapangan
5. Twitter
Twitter is one of popular social media that shows picture,
video, some word. Twitter is a microblogging service, has emerged as
a new medium in spotlight through recent happenings, such as an
American student jailed in Egypt and the US Airways plane crash on
the Hudson river (Haewoon, Changhyun, Hosung, and Sue: 2008). In
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other word, Twitter is a social media that popular in almost any
country.
Twitter users follow or are followed by others. Unlike on most
online social networking sites, such as Facebook or MySpace, the
relationship of following and being followed requires no reciprocation.
A user can follow any other user, and the user being followed no need
to follow back. Being a follower on Twitter means that the user
receives all the messages (called tweets) from those the user follows.
Common practice of responding to a twet has evolved into well-
defined markup culture: RT stands for retweet, ’@’ followed by a user
identifier address the user, and ’#’ followed by a word represents a
hashtag. The retwet mechanism empowers users to spread information
of their choice beyond the reach of the original tweet’s followers.
(Haewoon, Changhyun, Hosung, and Sue, 2008).Based on the
statement above, the feature in Twitter include  follower or following
user and sign for example: RT (retweet), @ (a user identifier address )
and # (hashtag).
A Twitter user keeps a brief profile about oneself. The public
profile includes the full name, the location, a web page, a short
biography,and the number of twets of the user. The people who follow
the user and those that the user follows are also listed in order to
collect user profiles (Balahur, Turchi: 2012). From the explanation
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above, the feature in public profile are: the full name, the location, a
web page, a short biography,the number of twets of the user, and the
list of follower/ following user.
Twitter tracks phrases, words, and hashtags that are most often
mentioned and posts them under the title of "trending topics"
regularly. Twitter shows a list of top ten trending topics of the
moment on aright sidebar on every user’s homepage by default, unless
set otherwise.Twitter does not group similar trending topics and,
when Michael Jackson died, most of the top ten trending topics were
about him: Michael Jackson, MJ, King of Pop, etc. Spam twets have
increased in Twitter as the popularity of Twitter grows as reported.
As spam web page farms undermine the accuracy of pagerank and
spam keywords inserted in web pages hinder relevant web page
extraction. The Twitter support team suspends any user reported to be
a spammer. Still unreported spam twets can creep into our data. In
order to remove spam twets (Balahur, Turchi : 2012). Based on the
explanation above, Twitter has feature trending topics that shows a
list of top ten trending topics of the moment on aright sidebar and to
make Twitter become popular the user must create spam twets
because increase the accuracy of page rank.
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6. Islamic Thinking Twitter Account
Islamic Thinking is one of account in Twitter that expressing
message about religion of Islam. This account comes from United
Kingdom. Islamic Thinking is popular account with 1.196.828
followers. The posts usually about hadits, surah from Al - Quran,
Islamic learning material, etc. The goal of the account is to convey
short Islamic positive message which would inform and motivate the
readers. Islamic Thinking created since 2010. Many people retwet the
posts from this account. Islamic Thinking account uses English
language. The post from this account is very interesting and it provides
many value of religion that the people can take (http://Twitter
/IslamicThinking.com).
B. Previous Related Studies
In this research there are two previous studies. First research is
Hutchins John`s journal (2003) entitled The Developmentand Use of
Machine Translation System and Computer-Based Translation Tools. The
journal explains the types of translation demand and focus on comparison
between human translator and machine translation. The result from the
research stated that machine translation systems are opening up new areas
where human translation has never featured: the production of draft
versions for authors writing in a foreign language, who need assistance in
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producing an original text; the online translation of television subtitles, the
translation of information from databases; and no doubt, more such new
applications  will appear in the future. In these areas, as in others
mentioned, there is no threat to the human translator because they were
never included in the sphere of professional translation. There is no doubt
that MT and human translation can and will co-exist in harmony and
without conflict.
The second previous related study is Mohamed Amine Cheragui`s
journal (2012) entitled Theoretical Overview of Machine Translation. the
journal explains about history of machine translation, types of machine
translation and evaluation of machine translation. The result from the
research is that the field of machine translation has been and remains a key
focus of research on natural language processing and that led to the
development of many positive results. The translators have reached a level
of reliability and efficiency in a technical text, perfection is still a long
way in the literary text, overwhelmed by the intricacies, the puns and
colorful expressions.
In this research, the reseacher analyze the quality of machine
translation on Islamic Thinking Twitter account’s twets posted between
the period of February until April 2016. The researcher analyzes the
accuracy, acceptability, and readability of the machine translation. The
researcher use machine translation on Twitter as an object because there
38
is no other researcher that use Twitter as an object, usually they use
google translate as an object. The researcher use some raters to ask for the
evaluation of accuracy and some respondents to for the evaluation ask
acceptability.
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CHAPTER III
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
A. Research Design
The researcher used descriptive qualitative research because the
researcher described and analyzed some problems and data in the form of
sentence. Qualitative research uses activity ontology, such as: words,
sentences or picture which has some meanings that can make a deeper
understanding, not just number and frequency (Sutopo: 2002). The
researcher gathered the data from Islamic Thinking Twitter account. The
research used descriptive analysis. Descriptive analysis is an analysis of
data correctly about human, situation, or any subject (Soerjono Soekanto,
2010: 10). The purpose of the descriptive analysis on this research is to
extend the data accurately in the subject of machine translation on Twitter .
This research is focused on the accuracy acceptability and readability
of the the translation from Twitter machine translation. The researcher
asked some raters to give score in the subject of accuracy and the researcher
also asked some respondents to give score in the subject of acceptability.
The researcher gave one week to those respondents to give score. There are
80 data in the research. The researcher gave a different format to the raters
and the respondents. The raters were given the data in the form of
screenshot from Islamic Thinking account and the respondents were given
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the data from the result of Twitter machine translation. Therefore, the
respondents can focus just on the translation result from Twitter machine
translation.
B. Data and Source Data
The researcher took the data from Islamic Thinking account. There are
80 data used in this research. The data is in the form of sentence. The
researcher asked to some people about what they understand with the target
language from Twitter machine translation. The researcher also asked to the
rater about the accuracy of the text for target language from Twitter
machine translation.
Source of data is one important thing because it can influence to the
credibility of the research. When choosing the data source, the researcher
must be able to think hard about completeness and validity of the data.
Because of the approaches position of study target and the exegesis
perspective of individual, data that obtainable from many source make the
validation various. (Sutopo: 2002)
There are two types of source of data in this research:
1) Documents
The documents used in this research are the posts of Islamic
Thinking Twitter account.The researcher took data from the posts from
between the period of February until April 2016. Twitter is one of
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social media that famous. In Indonesia many people use social media
Twitter. The users of Twitter are teenagers, parents, workers of
government, etc. In the Islamic Thinking account, there are many
lessons about religion.
2) Informants
The other source of the data in this research is informant. The
informants involved in this research have important role in supporting
the analysis process. The informants consist of raters and respondents.
The raters gave assessment for the quality of translation in term of
accuracy. The respondents gave assessment toward the quality of
translation in term of acceptability.
There are some criteria which must be fulfilled by the raters, which are:
a. The raters should be able to speak English as the source language and
Indonesian language as the target language.
b. The raters must have at least basic knowledge and skill about
translation.
c. The raters must have practical experiences in translating text.
d. The ratersmust be willing to take part in this research.
The criteria of respondents which must be fulfilled, which are:
a. User of Twitter .
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b. They speak and read Indonesian language.
c. Willing to be involved in this research.
According to Nababan, Nuraeni, Sumardiono (2012), the instrument of
translation quality assessment are:
Tabel3.1: Instrument Accuracy Assessment
Translation Category Score Qualitative Parameter
Accurate 3 The meaning of word, phrase,
clause, sentence or source
language text
exchangeaccuratelly to target
language and there is no
distortion, meaning of the word.
Less Accurate 2 The meaning of word,phrase,
clause,sentence or source
language text exchange
accuratelly to target language,
but there is still distortion
meaning of the word or double
meaning or there are some
meaning that lost and disturb
intact the meaning of the word.
Inaccurate 1 The meaning of word,  phrase,
clause, sentence or source
language text exchange
inaccuratelly to target language
or delected.
( Nababan, Nuraeni, Sumardiono (2012) )
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Tabel 3.2: Instrument Acceptability  Assessment
Translation Category Score Qualitative Parameter
Acceptable 3 The reader understand with the
translation.
Less Acceptable 2 The reader understand with the
Translation but there is some
part that read for many time to
understand the translation.
Unacceptable 1 The reader difficult to
understand with the translation.
( Nababan, Nuraeni, Sumardiono (2012) )
Tabel 3.3: Instrument Readability  Assessment
Translation Category Score Qualitative Parameter
Readable 3 The reader understand with the
translation.
Less Readable 2 The reader understand with the
Translationbut there is some part
that read for many time to
understand the translation.
Unreadable 1 The reader difficult understand
with the translation
( Nababan, Nuraeni, Sumardiono (2012) )
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C. The Technique of Collecting Data
Method of collecting data is the method which can be used by the
researcher to collect the data. The method and technique of collecting data in
this thesis was documentation technique and questionnaire distribution.
Document is the notes of the event which is already passed. It can be in the
form of writing, drawing, or monumental works of someone. The example of
writing documents can be defined as: biography, diary, history, regulation, or
policy, etc (Sugiyono, 2007: 82).
1. Documentation method is a technique of data collection by gathering
and analyzing documents such as written documents. The researcher
collects the data in Twitter account “Islamic Thingking” posts period
February until April 2016. The researcher reads and classifies the
source language (SL) and the target language (TL) related to analysis.
The data are sentences which are classified as the quality of machine
translation.
2. Questionnaire distribution is the list of question for data collection in
research (Sutopo, 2002: 70). In this research, the researcher distributes
the questionnaire to the informants. The informants are the raters who
have more experience in translation and the respondents who help the
researcher analyze acceptability and readability.
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There are several steps used by the researcher in collecting it. They
are: First, the researcher opened her own Twitter account. Second, the
researcher goes to Islamic Thinking account page. Third, the researcher read
the posts and translate them. The last, the researcher capture the posts and
the translation result utilizing Twitter machine translation.
The researcher organized the data by encoding the data in order to
analyze the data optimally. Sharon (2004: 137 – 138) mentions that coding
is “a systematic way in which to condense extensive data sets into smaller
analyzable units through the creation of categories and concepts derived
from the data.” Here is the example to read the datacoding:
a. 01.1/01/TAIT
01 : Refers to problem statement number 1
1 : Refers to the accuracy of machine
translation
01 : Refers to the data number 1
TAIT : Refers to the novel Twitter Account
Islamic Thinking
b. 02.1/17/ TAIT
02 : Refers to problem statement number 2
1 : Refers to the acceptability of machine
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translation
17 : Refers to the data number 17
TAIT : Refers to the novel Twitter Account
Islamic Thinking
Encoding the data above consider several aspects, they are: based on
number of problem statement, number of data, and the Twitter account
Islamic Thinking. The aim of the data coding above is to help the researcher to
analyze the data optimally. Beside that, the researcher also hope that the data
coding will help the reader easy to understand as the researcher give the
example the way to read the data coding easily.
D. Technique of Data Analysis
In this research, the researcher used three techniques of data analysis.
First, the researcher searched the data from Twitter account Islamic
Thinking. Second, the researcher interviewed to respondents to comment the
posts and the translation. Third, the researcher came to the lecturer to ask
about the quality of translation in term the accuracy of the translation result
from Twitter machine translation. The last, the researcher analyzed the data
and formulate some conclusions and suggestions.
In the data analysis, there are three component, which are (H.B.
Sutopo, 2006: 113-116):
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a. Data reduction
Data reduction is process selection, focusing, simpling, and
abstraction data from the research. The researcher took data from
the posts from Islamic Thinking account from the period of
February until April 2016. There are 80 data used in this research.
b. Data presentation
Data presentation is the information circuit to make conclusion of
the research. The types of the data are: sentences, form, table, and
picture from research. In this research, the researcher used
sentence and table as data presentation
c. Conclusion and verification
Conclusion and verification is appropriate with all of data
reduction and all activity when the researcher do the research.
The researcher asked to raters to examine the accuracy from the
data. In other, the researcher also asked to the respondents to
examine the acceptability from the data.
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Figure 3.1: Process of analyzing data
E. Data Validation
Data validation is the conclusion or the end of the process of finding
and collecting data and after data reduction. Based on the Longman
Dictionary of Contemporary English, it defines “validation” as “formal way
to prove that something is true or corrects, or to make a document or
agreement of officiallu and legally acceptable”. Meanwhile Creswell says
that validity is used to suggest and determine whether the findings are
accurate from the standpoint of the researcher, the participant, or the readers
of an account. (Creswell, 2003:195).
In this research, the researcher compared and checked the data by
using the source of data triangulation to understand more on the object of
the research. Denzin (1970: 297) extended the idea of triangulation beyond
its conventional association with research methods and designs. He
distinguished four forms of triangulation:
Data Roundup
The  DataData Reduction
conclusion
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1. Data triangulation, which entails gathering data through several
sampling strategies, so that slices of data at different times and social
situations, as well as on a variety of people, are gathered.
2. Investigator triangulation,which refers to the use of more than one
researcher in the field to gather and interpret data.
3. Theorical triangulation, which refers to the use of more than one
theoretical position in interpreting data.
4. Methodological triangulation, which refers to the use of more than one
method for gathering data.
In this research, the researcher compared and checked the data by
using the source of data triangulation to understand more on the object of
the research. The researcher took the data from the Twitter account Islamic
Thinking in order to get the validity of the data. The researcher read and
took screenshot data to understand the work`s content and makes it a list of
the data. Besides checking the data, the researcher also asked the advisor in
order to support the data validation. She is the lecture of English Letters at
the State Islamic Institute of Surakarta. After that, the researcher analyzed
the data with the translation quality assessment.
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CHAPTER IV
RESEARCH FINDING AND DISCUSSION
This chapter presents findings and discussion. There are three part of
translation quality assessments. They are accuracy, acceptability, and
readability on Twitter machine translation of Islamic Thinking account. The
major goal of this research is to analyze the translation quality assessment of
Islamic Thinking’s posts from Februari until April 2016. The subject of this
research is Islamic Thinking account. The account mainly discusses about
religion.
A. Findings of the Research
In this research there are 80 data screenshot from account. The data took
from February until April 2016.
Here the data from the screenshot of post from Islamic Thinking
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Here data from screenshot of account Twitter Islamic Thinking
Figure 2 : Data screenshot
After click the link machine translation
Figure 3 : Data screenshot
Picture above is one of example data  screenshot from Twitter Account
Islamic Thinking. This  research discuss about the quality of machine
translation focus on accuracy, acceptability, and readibility.
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1. Accuracy
First, the researcher analyzed the term of accuracy. The researcher asked
to the raters to give assessment toward the accuracy. After that, the researcher
analyzed the results from the raters. The researcher used the theory from
Nababan (2004).
a. Accurate
Translation accuracy means that source text is accurately
transferred into the target text. The score of the data for accurate
translation is 3. There are 17 data found accurate. Here are some
examples of accurate data:
Example 1
02 .2/19/ TAIT
SL : “You are stronger than all the things in your life that made
you weak.”
TL : “Anda lebih kuat daripada semua hal dalam hidup Anda
yang membuat Anda lemah.”
From the datum, the translation result is accurately transferred
well. There is exchanges meaning from source language to
target language. The rater gives score 3. It is word to word
translation. There is no shift of meaning from source language
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to target language. So it can be concluded that this datum is
accurate.
Example 2
02 .2/46/ TAIT
SL : When you want to mention your companion`s faults,
remember your own faults. – Ibn Abbas (radiAllah anhu)
TL : Bila Anda ingin menyebutkan kesalahan teman Anda,
ingat kesalahan Anda sendiri. – Ibn Abbas
(radiAllah anhu)
The datum from source text is accurately transferred into the
target text. It is word to word translation. There is no distortion
of the meaning on the translation. According to Nababan (2004:
61), an evaluation of accuracy of the translation is intended to find
out whether the contents of the SL are accurately translated into TL.
Therefore, this translation is accurate.
Example 3
02 .2/26/ TAIT
SL : “Keep away from prohibited things and you will be
among the best of Worshippers”.
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TL : “Menjauhkan diri dari hal – hal yang dilarang dan Anda
akan diantara  yang terbaik dari penyembah”.
From the datum, the translation is transferred well. It is word to
word translation. The rater gives score 3. The translation is
received well. The meaning of word, phrase, clause, sentence
or source language text exchange accuratelly to target language
and there is no distortion, meaning of the word. The message
from source language to target language is the same so that the
translation is accurate. Accurate translation also in data 02
.1/10/ TAIT, 02 .1/16/ TAIT, 02 .1/19/ TAIT, 02 .1/21/ TAIT,
02 .1/26/ TAIT,  02 .1/28/ TAIT , 02 .1/39/ TAIT, 02 .1/42/
TAIT,  02 .1/43/ TAIT, 02 .1/45/ TAIT, 02 .1/46/ TAIT,  02
.1/48/ TAIT, 02 .1/50/ TAIT, 02 .1/56/ TAIT, 02 .1/57/ TAIT,
02 .1/79/ TAIT, 02 .1/80/ TAIT
b. Less Accurate
Less accurate means that there is distortion meaning of the word
or double meaning or there are some meaning that lost and
disturb intact the meaning of the word (Nababan: 2012). The data
included to this category are the data which are not translated
well. There are certain problems of the translation meaning from
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the post. The score of the data for less accurate translation is 2.
There are 30 data that less accurate data.
Here are some examples of the less accurate data:
Example 1
02 .2/15/ TAIT
SL : Surround yourself with the people who make you better,
and you will have better outcomes.
TL : Mengelilingi diri Anda dengan orang – orang yang
membuat Anda lebih baik, dan Anda akan memiliki hasil
yang lebih baik.
From the translation, the meaning does not translated well but
the message is still can be understood. The phrase
“mengelilingi diri anda” should be changed with “
berkumpulah”. It is word to word translation. the rater gives
score 2. Therefore, the meaning could be less accurate
translation.
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Example 2
02 .2/47/ TAIT
SL : Give thanks for unknown blessings already on their way.
TL : Bersyukur untuk berkat – berkat yang tidak diketahui
sudah dalam perjalanan mereka.
From the datum above, the translation is less accurate. The
raters gave score 2. In the phrase “jalan mereka”, it actually
has other meaning. The phrase means fate or scenario from the
God and it was received to the society in Indonesia. The word
“berkat” should be translated to “rezeki”. The translation tells
about the people who gives thank to the God for unknown
blessings. It is  word to word translation. Therefore, this
translation is less accurate.
Example 3
02 .2/65/ TAIT
SL : “and He has put love and mercy between you. Verily in
that are signs for those who reflect.” (30:21)
TL : “dan Dia telah memberikan kasih dan sayang Anda.
Sesungguhnya itu adalah tanda – tanda bagi mereka
yang mencerminkan.” (30:21)
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From the datum, there are some mistakes with the structure of
the sentence in the translation result. The phrase ”kasih dan
sayang” in Indonesian language usually constitute free
composite “kasih sayang”. The word “dan” is omitted but it
has the same meaning. It is word to word translation. Thus, the
translation is less accurate. Less accurate translation also in
data 02 .1/1/ TAIT, 02 .1/5/ TAIT, 02 .1/7/ TAIT,  02 .1/9/
TAIT,  02 .1/11/ TAIT, 02 .1/12/ TAIT,  02 .1/13/ TAIT, 02
.1/15/ TAIT, 02 .1/17/ TAIT, 02 .1/18/ TAIT, 02 .1/20/ TAIT,
02 .1/22/ TAIT, 02 .1/23/ TAIT, 02 .1/24/ TAIT,  02 .1/29/
TAIT, 02 .1/33/ TAIT, 02 .1/34/ TAIT, 02 .1/35/ TAIT, 02
.1/38/ TAIT, 02 .1/41/ TAIT, 02 .1/44/ TAIT, 02 .1/47/ TAIT,
02 .1/55/ TAIT, 02 .1/58/ TAIT, 02 .1/63/ TAIT, 02 .1/65/
TAIT, 02 .1/67/ TAIT, 02 .1/76/ TAIT, 02 .1/77/ TAIT, 02
.1/78/ TAIT.
c. Inaccurate
Inaccurate translation means that the translation does not
accurately transferred well from source language to target
language and there are some word that are omitted or deleted.
The score of the data for inaccurate translation is 1. From the
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result table, there are 33 inaccurate data. It means the messages
are not transferred at all into the target text.
Here are some examples of the inaccurate data:
Example 1
02 .2/2/ TAIT
SL : You`re blessed everyday when you wake up breathing.
Many simple blessings are overlooked
TL : Anda diberkati sehari–hari ketika anda bangun
pernapasan. Banyak berkat sederhana diabaikan.
From the datum, the translation is inaccurate. it isword to word
translation. The translation inaccurately transferred to target
language because there is meaning shieft from source language
to target language. According to Nababan (2012: 50)
inaccurate translation is the meaning of word,  phrase, clause,
sentence or source language text exchange inaccuratelly to
target language or delected. The rater give score 1. It means
that the translation is inaccurate.
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Example 2
02 .2/14/ TAIT
SL : Life is short and time is fast. You have no time to waste
and you have only one life to get it right.
TL : Hidup ini pendek dan waktu cepat. Anda tidak punya
waktu untuk limbah dan Anda memiliki hanya satu
kehidupan untuk mendapatkan  yang benar.
From the datum, it is  identified as word to word translation.
The rater give score 1. The translation result is very difficult to
understand. “Anda tidak punya waktu untuk limbah” should be
translated to “anda tidak bisa membuang – buang waktu”. The
translation tells that the life is short and we are only wasting
time for useless things. The message is not received well.
Example 3
02 .2/37/ TAIT
SL : May Allah SWT guide us all on the right path and keep
our intentions pure at all time. Aameen.
TL : Mungkin Allah manis membimbing kita pada jalan yang
benar dan menjaga kita niat murni di sepanjang waktu.
Amin.
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From the datum, the translation is incorrect. The translation in source
text does not transferred at all into the target text. “SWT” is translated
to “manis” but in the correct context, it means “sallalahu alaihi
wassalam”. It is word to word translation. There is distortion meaning
from source language to target language. So that the translation is
inaccurate. Inaccurate translation also in data 02 .1/2/ TAIT,  02 .1/3/
TAIT,  02 .1/4/ TAIT,  02 .1/6/ TAIT,  02 .1/8/ TAIT,  02 .1/14/ TAIT,
02 .1/25/ TAIT, 02 .1/27/ TAIT, 02 .1/30/ TAIT, 02 .1/31/ TAIT, 02
.1/32/ TAIT, 02 .1/36/ TAIT,  02 .1/37/ TAIT, 02 .1/40/ TAIT, 02
.1/49/ TAIT,  02 .1/51/ TAIT, 02 .1/52/ TAIT, 02 .1/53/ TAIT, 02
.1/54/ TAIT, 02 .1/59/ TAIT, 02 .1/60/ TAIT, 02 .1/61/ TAIT, 02
.1/62/ TAIT, 02 .1/64/ TAIT, 02 .1/66/ TAIT, 02 .1/68/ TAIT, 02
.1/69/ TAIT, 02 .1/70/ TAIT, 02 .1/71/ TAIT, 02 .1/72/ TAIT, 02
.1/73/ TAIT, 02 .1/74/ TAIT, 02 .1/75/ TAIT.
2. Acceptability
Second, the researcher analyzed the acceptability term. The researcher
asked to the respondents to analyze the acceptability. There are three
respondents in this research. After that, the researcher analyzed the result from
the respondents.
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a. Acceptable
Acceptable translation means that the reader understand with the
translation. the means score data for accepatable is 3. There are
18 data that acceptable.
Here are some examples of the acceptable data:
Example 1
02 .2/31/ TAIT
SL : “If you don`t submit willingly to the Creator, you will be
force to submit unwillingly to the created”.
TL : “Jika Anda tidak mengirimkan rela untuk Sang pencipta,
anda akan dipaksa untuk menyerahkan enggan dibuat.”.
From the datum, the translation is strange but the reader
understand with the translation. The translation tells about our
attitude toward the God for all the influence we got. The three
respondents gave score 3. Therefore, the translaton is
acceptable.
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Example 2
02 .2/34/ TAIT
SL : “Remember: do not make decisions when you are angry,
because the boiling water never gives any reflection”.
TL : “Ingat: Jangan membuat keputusan apabila kamu
menjadi marah, karena air mendidih tidak pernah
memberikan refleksi apapun”.
From the datum, the translation is acceptable. One respondent
has opinion that the translation is unacceptable because the
sentence is less understandable. Therefore, she gave score 2,
but the other two respondents assumed that the translation is
acceptable. According to Nababan (2012: 50) acceptable
translation is the reader understand with the translation. so that
the translation is acceptable.
Example 3
02 .2/45/ TAIT
SL : “When you want to mention your companion`s faults,
remember your own faults”. – Ibn Abbas
(radiAllah anhu)
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TL : “Bila Anda ingin menyebutkan kesalahan teman Anda,
ingat kesalahan Anda Sendiri”. – Ibn Abbas (radiAllah
anhu)
From the datum, the translation is transferred well. It is word to
word translation. The meaning of the translation does not made
mischief your companion remember your own badness. The
word “fault” has two meaning in order to be appropriated with
the context. So that the three respondents can understand and
give score 3. They are agree that the translation is acceptable.
Acceptable translation also in data 02 .2/9/ TAIT, 02 .2/10/
TAIT, 02 .2/13/ TAIT,  02 .2/15/ TAIT,  02 .2/16/ TAIT, 02
.2/17/ TAIT, 02 .2/19/ TAIT, 02 .2/21/ TAIT,  02 .2/24/ TAIT,
02 .2/25/ TAIT, 02 .2/26/ TAIT, 02 .2/29/ TAIT, 02 .2/34/
TAIT,  02 .2/38/ TAIT, 02 .2/42/ TAIT, 02 .2/45/ TAIT,  02
.2/46/ TAIT, 02 .2/55/ TAIT, 02 .2/57/ TAIT.
b. Less acceptable
Less acceptable means that the reader understand with the
translation but there is some part that read for many time to
understand the translation. Score data for unacceptable translation
is 2. There are 27 less acceptable data.
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Here are some examples of the less acceptable data:
Example 1
02 .2/7/ TAIT
SL : “What is the purpose of the Quran ? the Quran is a book that
invites and commands our life according to the way that
was  authorised by Allah”.
TL : “Apakah tujuan dari Quran ? Quran adalah buku yang
mengundang dan perintah kami hidup menurut jalan yang
diberi  kuasa oleh Allah”.
From the datum above, the meaning of the translation is less
understandable. It is word to word. The translation should be
translated to “Al - Quran merupakan sebuah buku yang
mengatur kehidupan kita sesuai dengan ajaran Allah”. Two
respondents gave score 2. They said that there are some words
that incorrect and one respondent gave score 3 . She said that
she could get the point from the translation. From the analysis,
the translation is less acceptable.
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Example 2
02 .2/35/ TAIT.
SL : Never undersetimate the help of others. Never
overestimate your own efforts.
TL : Jangan pernah meremehkan bantuan orang lain. Tidak
melebih – lebihkan usaha Anda sendiri.
The datum is identified as literal translation. The phrase
“Never overestimate your own efforts” should be translated
into “jangan menganggap dirimu bisa segalanya”. The reader
understand with the translation but there is some part that read
for many time to understand with the translation (Nababan,
2012). All of the respondents gave score 2. Therefore, the
translation is less acceptable.
Example 3
02 .2/40/ TAIT
SL : “Whoever desires to purify his heart, then let him prefer
Allah to his desires”. -Ibn al-Qayyim
TL : “Siapapun keinginan untuk memumikan hati-Nya,
kemudian biarkan dia lebih suka Allah keinginan”. -Ibn
al-Qayyim
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From the datum, the translation is less acceptable. The
translation tells about whoever bringing themselves closer to
Allah so Allah willing to be with them. The phrase “his
desire” should be translated into “ridho Allah”. It is word to
word translation. One respondent gave score 1 and two
respondents gave score 2. So that the data is less acceptable.
Less acceptable translation also in data 02 .2/1/ TAIT, 02 .2/5/
TAIT, 02 .2/6/ TAIT, 02 .2/7/ TAIT, 02 .2/11/ TAIT, 02 .2/14/
TAIT, 02 .2/20/ TAIT, 02 .2/23/ TAIT, 02 .2/28/ TAIT, 02
.2/32/ TAIT, 02 .2/35/ TAIT, 02 .2/39/ TAIT, 02 .2/40/ TAIT,
02 .2/48/ TAIT, 02 .2/56/ TAIT, 02 .2/60/ TAIT, 02 .2/61/
TAIT, 02 .2/63/ TAIT, 02 .2/64/ TAIT, 02 .2/65/ TAIT, 02
.2/66/ TAIT, 02 .2/68/ TAIT, 02 .2/69/ TAIT, 02 .2/72/ TAIT,
02 .2/76/ TAIT, 02 .2/77/ TAIT, 02 .2/78/ TAIT, 02 .2/79/
TAIT, 02 .2/80/ TAIT.
c. Unacceptable
Unacceptable translation means that the reader difficult to
understand with the translation. Score data for unacceptable
translation is 1. There are 36 unacceptable data.
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Here are some examples of the unacceptable data:
Example 1
02 .2/18/ TAIT
SL : “Don`t confuse having less with being less, having more
with being more, what you have with who you are.”
TL :  “Jangan bingung memiliki kurang dengan menjadi kurang,
memiliki lebih dengan menjadi lebih, apa yang Anda miliki
dengan Anda.”
From the datum, the translation  is not transferred well. It is word
to word translation. The meaning of the translation is to thank
God of having less and having more from the God. The phrase
“don`t confuse” should be translated to “jangan khawatir”. Two
respondents gave score 1 and one respondent gave score 2. Thus
from this analysis, the translation is unacceptable.
Example 2
02 .2/30/ TAIT
SL : “Believers are to one another like a building whose parts
support one  another.”  He then interlaced his finger”.
(Bukhari)
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TL : “Orang–orang  percaya adalah satu sama lain seperti
gedung bagian – bagian yang mendukung satu sama lain.”
Ia kemudia interlaced
jarinya.” (Bukhari)
From the datum, translation is unacceptable. The word
“belivers” should be translated to “kaum muslim”. The
sentence “a building whose parts support one  another” should
be translated to “sebuah bagian dari suatu gedung yang saling
mendukung satu sama lain”. It is word to word translation. The
respondents gave score 1. The translation is unacceptable.
Example 3
02 .2/72/ TAIT
SL : “A Muslim becomes the message he wishes to convey
before preaching message he wishes to convey.”
TL :  “Seorang Muslim menjadi dia ingin menyampaikan
sebelum memberitakan pesan yang ia ingin
menyampaikan pesan.”
From the datum above, the translation is incorrect. It is word to
word translation. The phrase “become the message” should be
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translated to “bertindak”. The meaning of the translation is that
A muslim will always do what they preached and wished to
convey. Two respondents give score 1 and one respondent give
score 2. Therefore, the datum is unacceptable. Unacceptable
translation also in data 02 .2/2/ TAIT, 02 .2/3/ TAIT, 02 .2/4/
TAIT, 02 .2/8/ TAIT, 02 .2/12/ TAIT, 02 .2/18/ TAIT, 02
.2/22/ TAIT, 02 .2/27/ TAIT, 02 .2/30/ TAIT, 02 .2/31/ TAIT,
02 .2/33/ TAIT, 02 .2/36/ TAIT, 02 .2/37/ TAIT, 02 .2/41/
TAIT, 02 .2/43/ TAIT, 02 .2/44/ TAIT, 02 .2/47/ TAIT, 02
.2/49/ TAIT, 02 .2/50/ TAIT, 02 .2/51/ TAIT, 02 .2/52/ TAIT,
02 .2/53/ TAIT, 02 .2/54/ TAIT, 02 .2/58/ TAIT, 02 .2/59/
TAIT, 02 .2/62/ TAIT, 02 .2/67/ TAIT, 02 .2/70/ TAIT, 02
.2/71/ TAIT, 02 .2/73/ TAIT, 02 .2/74/ TAIT, 02 .2/75/ TAIT.
3. Readability
The last, the researcher analyzed the term of readibility. The
researcher asked to the respondents to analyze readability. There are three
respondents in this research.
a. Readable
Readable translation means that the reader understand with the
translation. There are 18 acceptable data. Score of data for
readable is 3.
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Here are some examples of the readable data:
Example 1
02 .2/10/ TAIT
SL : “Some people come in your life as blessings, and other come
in your life as Lessons”.
TL : “Beberapa orang datang dalam hidup Anda sebagai berkat,
dan orang lain datang dalam hidup Anda sebagai
pelajaran”.
The datum above is identified as word to word translation. The
translation tells about that people who come to the others could be
brough blessings and lessons. The translation transferred well from
source language to target language. They have the same opinion
and gave score 3. Thus, the data is readable.
Example 2
02 .2/16/ TAIT
SL : “Temptation usually comes in through a door that has
deliberately been left open”.
TL : “Godaan biasanya masuk melalui pintu yang sengaja telah
dibiarkan terbuka”.
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From the datum above, the translation is readable. It is word to
word translation. There is no strange word. The message is
transferred well. The translation tells that temptation can easily
come if people cannot overcome themselves. Two respondents
gave score 3 and 1 respondent gave score 2. Therefore, the datum
is readable.
Example 3
02 .2/17/ TAIT
SL : “Know with certaintly that what Allah takes from you, is best
for  you”.
TL : “Tahu dengan pasti bahwa apa yang Allah mengambil dari
anda, terbaik bagi anda.”.
From the datum, the translation tells that temptation can easily
come if the people cannot overcome themselves. It is word to word
translation. The message is transferred well. The translation Two
respondents gave score 3 and 1 respondent  gave score 2. Thus, the
datum is readable. Readable translation also in data 02 .2/9/ TAIT,
02 .2/10/ TAIT, 02 .2/13/ TAIT,  02 .2/15/ TAIT,  02 .2/16/ TAIT,
02 .2/17/ TAIT, 02 .2/19/ TAIT, 02 .2/21/ TAIT,  02 .2/24/ TAIT,
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02 .2/25/ TAIT, 02 .2/26/ TAIT, 02 .2/29/ TAIT, 02 .2/34/ TAIT,
02 .2/38/ TAIT, 02 .2/42/ TAIT, 02 .2/45/ TAIT,  02 .2/46/ TAIT,
02 .2/55/ TAIT, 02 .2/57/ TAIT.
b. Less readable
Less readable means that the reader understand with the
translationbut there is some part that read for many time to
understand the translation. There are 27 less readable data. Score
of data for less acceptable is 2.
Here are some examples of the less readable data:
Example 1
02 .2/28/ TAIT
SL : “It is literary true that you can succeed best and quickest by
helping others to succeed”.
TL : “Itu benar–benar  bahwa Anda dapat berhasil terbaik dan
tercepat dengan membantu orang lain untuk berhasil”.
The datum above is identified as word to word translation. The
translation should be translated to “helping others can make us
succeed”. Two respondents gave score 2. They said that there
were some incorrect words. One respondent gave score 3. She
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said that she understand the point from the translation. From this
discussion, the translation is less readable.
Example 2
02 .2/35/ TAIT.
SL : Never undersetimate the help of others. Never overestimate
your own efforts.
TL : Jangan pernah meremehkan bantuan orang lain. Tidak
melebih - lebihkan usaha Anda sendiri.
From the datum above, it is identified as literal translation.
According to Nababan (2012: 50), less readable means that the
reader understand with the translation but there is some part that
read for many time to understand the translation. All of the
respondents give score 2. Therefore, the translation is less
readable.
Example 3
02 .2/39/ TAIT
SL : “All Allah want to see us do is make progress. Everyone has
their own levels of attainment. Keep working, keep moving
forward.
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TL : “Semua Allah  ingin melihat kami melakukan adalah
membuat kemajuan. Setiap orang memiliki tingkat
pencapaian merreka sendiri.terus bekerja, terus bergerak
maju”.
From the datum above, the translation is less readable. The
translation tells about whoever bringing closer to Allah so
Allah willing to wit them. The phrase “All Allah” is strange. It
means “God” so that the translation the word “semua” should
lost. It is word to word translation. One respondent gave score
1 and two respondents gave score 2. The respondents are less
understand with the sentence. So that the data is less readable.
Less readable translation also in data 02 .2/1/ TAIT, 02 .2/5/
TAIT, 02 .2/6/ TAIT, 02 .2/7/ TAIT, 02 .2/11/ TAIT, 02 .2/14/
TAIT, 02 .2/20/ TAIT, 02 .2/23/ TAIT, 02 .2/28/ TAIT, 02
.2/32/ TAIT, 02 .2/35/ TAIT, 02 .2/39/ TAIT, 02 .2/40/ TAIT,
02 .2/48/ TAIT, 02 .2/56/ TAIT, 02 .2/60/ TAIT, 02 .2/61/
TAIT, 02 .2/63/ TAIT, 02 .2/64/ TAIT, 02 .2/65/ TAIT, 02
.2/66/ TAIT, 02 .2/68/ TAIT, 02 .2/69/ TAIT, 02 .2/72/ TAIT,
02 .2/76/ TAIT, 02 .2/77/ TAIT, 02 .2/78/ TAIT, 02 .2/79/
TAIT, 02 .2/80/ TAIT.
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c. Unreadable
Unreadable means that the reader difficult understand with the
translation. There are 36 unreadable data. Score of data for
unreadable traslation is 1.
Here are some examples of the unreadable data:
Example 1
02 .2/18/ TAIT
SL : “Don`t confuse having less with being less, having more
with being more, what you have with who you are.”
TL :  “Jangan bingung memiliki kurang dengan menjadi kurang,
memiliki  lebih dengan menjadi lebih, apa yang Anda miliki
dengan anda.”
From the datum, the translation is not transferred well. It is word
to word translation. The meaning of the translation is about
thanking to God with having less and having more from the God.
The phrase “don`t confuse” should be translated to “jangan
khawatir”. The translation is ambiguous. Therefore, two
respondents give score 1 and one responden give score 2. Thus,
from this analysis, the translation is unreadable.
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Example 2
02 .2/37/ TAIT
SL : “May Allah SWT guide us all on the right path and keep our
intentions pure at all time. Aameen”.
TL : “Mungkin Allah manis membimbing kita pada jalan yang
benar dan menjaga kita niat murni di sepanjang waktu.
Amin.”
From the datum above, the translation is unreadable. It is word to
word translation. The reader cannot understand with the
translation (Nababan: 2012) The respondents said that the
sentence is ambiguous and they cannot get the point from the
translation so that they give score 1. Thus, the translation is
unreadable.
Example 3
02 .2/43/ TAIT
SL : “Your souls are precious and can only be equal to the price
of Paradise, therefore sell them only at that price – Ali
(radiAllahu  anhu).”
TL :  “Jiwa Anda berharga dan dapat hanya sama dengan harga
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surga, oleh karena itu menjual mereka hanya di harga itu –
Ali (radiAllah anhu).”
From the datum above, the translation is incorrect. It is word to
word translation. The meaning of the translation is that the
people should give thank to God because they are precious.
Two respondents gave score 1 and one respondent gave score
2. They cannot get the meaning of the message because the
sentence is very difficult to understand. Therefore, the datum is
unreadable. Unreadable also in data 02 .2/2/ TAIT, 02 .2/3/
TAIT, 02 .2/4/ TAIT, 02 .2/8/ TAIT, 02 .2/12/ TAIT, 02 .2/18/
TAIT, 02 .2/22/ TAIT, 02 .2/27/ TAIT, 02 .2/30/ TAIT, 02
.2/31/ TAIT, 02 .2/33/ TAIT, 02 .2/36/ TAIT, 02 .2/37/ TAIT,
02 .2/41/ TAIT, 02 .2/43/ TAIT, 02 .2/44/ TAIT, 02 .2/47/
TAIT, 02 .2/49/ TAIT, 02 .2/50/ TAIT, 02 .2/51/ TAIT, 02
.2/52/ TAIT, 02 .2/53/ TAIT, 02 .2/54/ TAIT, 02 .2/58/ TAIT,
02 .2/59/ TAIT, 02 .2/62/ TAIT, 02 .2/67/ TAIT, 02 .2/70/
TAIT, 02 .2/71/ TAIT, 02 .2/73/ TAIT, 02 .2/74/ TAIT, 02
.2/75/ TAIT.
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B. Discussion
Based on the analysis, the reasearcher discuss :
1. Accuracy
Based on the analysis, there are many inaccurate translations. There
are 17 accurate data (21.25%), 30 less accurate data (37.75 %) and 33
inaccurate data (41.25 %). The target language mostly has different
meaning to the source language. The raters said that the machine
cannot translate complex sentences and the user of Twitter should not
just rely on the Twitter machine translation.
2. Acceptability
Based on the analysis, there are many unacceptable data. There are 20
acceptable data (25%), 29 less acceptable data (36.25%) and 31
unacceptable data (38.75%). The respondents cannot understand the
translation. The translation is ambiguous. From the situation, the
respondents still use the machine translation on Twitter because they
felt that machine translation still can help them although the
translation is ambiguous. They try to understand the translation by
themselves.
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3. Readability
Based on the analysis, there are many unreadable data. There are 20
readable data (25%), 29 data (36.25%) as less readiable and 31 data
(38.75%) as unreadable. The respondents do not understand with the
translation. The translation is difficult to read. From the situation, the
respondents still use the machine translation on Twitter because they
felt that machine translation still can help them although the
translation is difficult to read. They try to understand with the
translation.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION
A. Conclusion
The aim of this research is to determine translation quality assessment
problems in machine translation on Islamic Thinking Twitter account. As
a result of this research, all kinds of category of the translation quality
assessment are found in this translation, they are: accuracy, acceptability,
and readability. Basically, translation always includes translation quality
assessment category which can make the source category of translation
quality assessment occurs because there is different structure of language
between source language and target language. It is because every language
has its own grammatical structure. It can be concluded that the translator is
more considered the meaning than the structure due to the occurance of
category shift. According to the finding, the dominant translation quality
assessment found in this research is translation quality assessment from 80
data. The next is unit inaccurate translation which has 33 data,
unacceptable translation has 31 data, and readable translation has 20 data.
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B. Suggestion
1. For other researchers
This research discusses the machine translation. Therefore, for
other researcher who wants to analyze problems concerning to this
theory, itis suggested to analyze the quality of machine translation to
get the deeper study. Discussion about machine translation is difficult
so that researcher must think hard to finish the research.
2. For the translator
In translating, mastering source text and target text is very
important in order to reduce the occurring changing which reduces the
value of the message. Besides, it is very important for the translator to
be more careful in adding or omitting the source language into another
language because it will make thetranslationless accurate.
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APPENDICES
Table The Quality of Translation
No. Source Language Target Language
The Quality of Translation
Accuracy Accepatble readadiabile
1. “Love is a selfess
service to
mankind like a
showcase done
by the twinkling
stras in a beatiful
night sky.”
“Cinta adalah
pelayanan
tanpa pamrih
kepada manusia
seperti sebuah
karya yang
dilakukan oleh
bintang–bintang
berkelap–kelip
di langit malam
indah.”
Less
Accurate
Less
Acceptable
Less
readadia
ble
2. You`re blessed
everyday when
you wake up
breathing. Many
simple blessings
are overlooked
Anda diberkati
sehari–hari
ketika anda
bangun
pernapasan.
Banyak berkat
sederhana
Inaccurate Unacceptable Un
readadia
ble
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diabaikan.
3. Don`t let
meaningless
distractions get in
the way of
remembering
Allah SWT.
Jangan biarkan
arti gangguan
mendapatkan di
jalan mengingat
Allah manis.
Inaccurate Unacceptable Unreadad
iable
4. Those who
joyfully leave
everything in
Allah SWT Hands
will eventually
see Allah Hand in
Allah everything.
Mereka yang
dengan sukacita
meninggalkan
segala sesuatu
di tangan Allah
manis akan
akhirnya
melihat Allah
manis tangan
dalam segala
hal.
Inaccurate Unacceptable Unreadad
iable
5. Deeds without
sincerity are like a
traveller who
carries dirt in his
Perbuatan
tanpa ketulusan
adalah seperti
seoarang
Less
Accurate
Less
Acceptable
Less
readadiab
le
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water jug. The
carrying of it
burdens him, and
it brings no
benefit.
musafir yang
membawa
kotoran dalam
kendi air nya.
Membawa itu
terkadang
menjadi beban
nya, dan ia
membawa ada
manfaat.
6. If I were to
backbite against
anyone, it would
be about my
parents for they
have more right
to my good
deeds. (Abdullah
ibn Al-Mubarak)
Jika saya harus
tulang
punggung
terhadap
siapapun, akan
tentang orang
tuaku karena
mereka memiliki
lebih banyak
hak untuk
kebaikan saya.
(Abdullah ibn Al-
Mubarak)
Inaccurate Less
Acceptable
Less
Readadia
ble
7. What is the Apakah tujuan Less Less Less
Readadia
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purpose of the
Quran ? the
Quran is a book
that invites and
commands our
life according to
the way that was
authorised by
Allah.
dari Quran ?
Quran adalah
buku yang
mengundang
dan perintah
kami hidup
menurut jalan
yang diberi
kuasa oleh
Allah.
Accurate Acceptable ble
8. “The crying of the
sinner is more
loved to Allah
than the tasbeeh
of the arrogant.”
– Ibn Qayyim
“Menangis
orang–orang
yang berdosa
adalah lebih
mengasihi Allah
daripada
tasbeeh orang
sombong .” –
Ibn Qayyim
Inaccurate Unacceptable Unreadad
iable
9. “Richness does
not mean having
a great amount of
property, but
richness is self-
“Kekayaan tidak
berarti memiliki
sejumlah besar
properti, tetapi
kekayaan
Less
Accurate
Acceptable Readadia
ble
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contentment.”
(Bukhari)
adalah
kepuasan
dirinya.”
(Bukhari)
10. Some people
come in your life
as blessings, and
other come in
your life as
lessons.
Beberapa orang
datang dalam
hidup Anda
sebagai berkat,
dan orang lain
datang dalam
hidup Anda
sebagai
pelajaran.
Accurate Acceptable Readadia
ble
11. There are two
ways of spreading
light: being the
candle or the
mirror reflecting
it.
Ada dua cara
untuk
menyebarkan
cahaya: lilin
atau cermin
mencerminkan
itu.
Less
Accurate
Less
Acceptable
Less
Readadia
ble
12. You have seen
nothing like
marriage for
Anda telah
melihat apa –
apa seperti
Lesss
Accurate
Unacceptable Unreadad
iable
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increasing the
loved between
two people.
Prophet
Muhammad SAW
(Tirmidhi)
perkawinan
untuk
meningkatkan
cinta antara dua
orang. Nabi
SAW
Muhammad
(Tirmidhi)
13. “One who directs
to good is
rewarded similar
to the doer of
good.”
“ Salah satu
yang
mengarahkan
baik dihargai
mirip dengan
pelaku yang
baik.”
Less
Accurate
Acceptable Readadia
ble
14. Life is short and
time is fast. You
have no time to
waste and you
have only one life
to get it right.
Hidup ini pendek
dan waktu
cepat. Anda
tidak punya
waktu untuk
limbah dan
Anda memiliki
hanya satu
kehidupan
Inaccurate Less
Acceptable
Less
Readadia
ble
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untuk
mendapatkan
yang benar.
15. Surround yourself
with the people
who make you
better, and you
will have better
outcomes.
Mengelilingi diri
Anda dengan
orang – orang
yang membuat
Anda lebih baik,
dan Anda akan
memiliki hasil
yang lebih baik.
Less
Accurate
Acceptable Readadia
ble
16. Temptation
usually comes in
through a door
that has
deliberately been
left open.
Godaan
biasanya masuk
melalui pintu
yang sengaja
telah dibiarkan
terbuka.
Accurate Acceptable Readadia
ble
17. Know with
certaintly that
what Allah takes
from you, is best
for you.
Tahu dengan
pasti bahwa apa
yang Allah
mengambil dari
Anda, terbaik
bagi Anda.
Less
Accurate
Acceptable Readadia
ble
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18. “Don`t confuse
having less with
being less, having
more with being
more, what you
have with who
you are.”
“ Jangan
bingung
memiliki kurang
dengan menjadi
kurang, memiliki
lebih dengan
menjadi lebih,
apa yang Anda
miliki dengan
Anda.”
Less
Accurate
Unacceptable Unreadad
iable
19. “You are stronger
than all the things
in your life that
made you weak.”
“Anda lebih kuat
daripada semua
hal dalam hidup
Anda yang
membuat Anda
lemah.”
Accurate Acceptable Readadia
ble
20. Expect more from
yourself but less
from others.
Remember: You
are in control of
your life and not
others!”
Mengharapkan
lebih dari Anda
sendiri tetapi
kurang dari
orang lain.
Ingat: “Anda
berada dalam
kendali hidup
Less
Accurate
Less
Acceptable
Less
Readadia
ble
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Anda dan bukan
orang lain.”
21. Being positive
simply means
focusing on
positive thouths
and paying no
attention to
negative thoughts
as they arise.
Menjadi  positif
berarti berfokus
pada pikiran
positif dan tidak
mengindahkan
pikiran negatif
yang timbul.
Accurate Acceptable Readadia
ble
22. “Whoever feels
joy in serving
Allah will see that
the whole
material world
will take joy in
serving him.” –
Yahya ibn Mu`adh
“Barang siapa
merasa sukacita
dalam melayani
Allah akan
melihat bahwa
dunia seluruh
materi akan
mengambil
kegembiraan
dalam
melayaniNya.” –
Yahya ibn
Mu`adh
Less
Accurate
Unacceptable Unreadad
iable
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23. There are
hundret of
languages in the
world – a smile is
understood in all
of them. : )
Ada ratusan
bahasa di dunia-
sebuah senyum
dipahami dalam
semua mereka. :
)
Less
Accurate
Less
Acceptable
Less
Readadia
ble
24. If you only knew
the rewards of
reading salaah in
the first saff
(row), you would
compete with
each other to
pray there.
Jika Anda hanya
tahu manfaat
dari membaca
salah di saff
pertama (baris),
Anda akan
bersaing dengan
satu sama lain
untuk berdoa di
sana.
Less
Accurate
Unacceptable Unreadad
iable
25. Small positive
deeds
consistently done
can take you a
long way. Have a
blessed day.
Perbuatan
positif kecil
secara konsisten
dapat
membawa Anda
jauh. Memiliki
hari yang
Inaccurate Unacceptable Unreadad
iable
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diberkati.
26. Keep away from
prohibited things
and you will be
among the best
of worshippers.
Menjauhkan diri
dari hal – hal
yang dilarang
dan Anda akan
di antara yang
terbaik dari
penyembah.
Accurate Acceptable Readadia
ble
27. Patience is a
quality you
admire in the
driver behind you
and scorn in the
one ahead. Think.
Kesabaran
Adalah kualitas
yang Anda
kagumi driver di
belakang Anda
dan cemoohan
dalam satu ke
depan. Berpikir.
Inaccurate Unacceptable Unreadad
iable
28. “Allah will aid a
servant of his so
long as the
servant aids his
brother.” (Sahih
Muslim)
“Allah akan
membantu
seorang  hamba
Nya selama
hamba bantu
saudaranya.”
(Sahih Muslim)
Accurate Less
Acceptable
Less
Readadia
ble
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29. It is literary true
that you can
succeed best and
quickest by
helping others to
succeed.
Itu benar–benar
bahwa Anda
dapat berhasil
terbaik dan
tercepat dengan
membantu
orang lain untuk
berhasil.
Less
Accurate
Acceptable Readadia
ble
30. “Believers are to
one another like a
building whose
parts support one
another.”  He
then interlaced
his finger.
(Bukhari)
“Orang–orang
percaya adalah
satu sama lain
seperti gedung
bagian-bagian
yang
mendukung
satu sama lain.”
Ia kemudian
interlaced
jarinya.
(Bukhari)
Inaccurate Unacceptable Unreadad
iable
31. If you don`t
submit willingly
to the Creator,
Jika Anda tidak
mengirimkan
rela untuk sang
Inaccurate Unacceptable Unreadad
iable
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you will be force
to submit
unwillingly to the
created.
pencipta, Anda
akan dipaksa
untuk
menyerahkan
enggan dibuat.
32. The less needy
we are of others,
the more people
are drawn to us
and seek our
company.
Kami adalah
kurang
membutuhkan
orang lain,
semakin banyak
orang tertarik
kepada kita dan
mencari
perusahaan
kami.
Inaccurate Unacceptable Unreadad
iable
33. Let your hands be
so busy catching
blessings that you
don`t have the
capacity to hold
onto grudges.
Biarkan tangan
Anda akan
begitu sibuk
menangkap
berkat-berkat
yang Anda tidak
memiliki
kapasitas untuk
memegang
Less
Accurate
Unacceptable Unreadad
iable
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dendam.
34. Remember: Do
not make
decisions when
you are angry,
because the
boiling water
never gives any
reflection.
Ingat: Jangan
membuat
keputusan
apabila kamu
menjadi marah,
karena air
mendidih tidak
pernah
memberikan
refleksi apapun.
Less
Accurate
Acceptable Readadia
ble
35. Never
undersetimate
the help of
others. Never
overestimate
your own efforts.
Jangan pernah
meremehkan
bantuan orang
lain. Tidak
melebih-
lebihkan usaha
Anda sendiri.
Less
Accurate
Less
Acceptable
Less
Readadia
ble
36. A Muslim
becomes the
message he
wishes to convey
before preaching
Seorang Muslim
menjadi dia
ingin
menyampaikan
sebelum
Inaccurate Unacceptable Unreadad
iable
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the message he
wishes to convey.
memberitakan
pesan yang ia
ingin
menyampaikan
pesan.
37. May Allah
SWTguide us all
on the right path
and keep our
intentions pure at
all time. Aameen.
Mungkin Allah
manis
membimbing
kita pada jalan
yang benar dan
menjaga kita
niat murni di
sepanjang
waktu. Amin.
Inaccurate Unacceptable Unreadad
iable
38. It`s been six years
since I set up this
Twitter account.
It feels just like
yesterday. And
that`s just how
quickly our lives
pass by.
Sudah enam
tahun sejak
saya mengatur
account Twitter
ini. Rasanya
seperti kemarin.
Dan itu hanya
seberapa cepat
hidup kita
lewat.
Less
Accurate
Acceptable Readadia
ble
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39. All Allah want to
see us do is make
progress.
Everyone has
their own levels
of attainment.
Keep working,
keep moving
forward.
Semua Allah
ingin melihat
kami melakukan
adalah
membuat
kemajuan.
Setiap orang
memiliki tingkat
pencapaian
merreka sendiri.
Terus bekerja,
terus bergerak
maju.
Accurate Less
Acceptable
Less
Readadia
ble
40. Whoever desires
to purify his
heart, then let
him prefer Allah
to his desires. -
Ibn al-Qayyim
Siapapun
keinginan untuk
memurnikan
hati-Nya,
kemudian
biarkan dia lebih
suka Allah
keinginan. -Ibn
al-Qayyim
Inaccurate Less
Acceptable
Less
Readadia
ble
41. Meet people in
such a manner
that if you die,
they should weep
Temui orang –
orang
sedemikian rupa
bahwa jika
Less
Accurate
Unacceptable Unreadad
iable
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for you, and if
you life, they
should long for
you. –Ali (radi
Allahu anhu)
Anda mati,
mereka harus
menangis untuk
Anda. Dan jika
Anda tinggal,
mereka harus
lama untuk
Anda. –Ali (radi
Allahu anhu)
42. The person I like
most is the one
who points out
my defects. –
Umar (radiAllahu
anhu)
Orang yang
paling saya suka
adalah orang
yang
menunjukkan
Cacat saya. –
Umar (radiAllah
anhu)
Accurate Acceptable Readadia
ble
43. O people who
take pleasure in a
life that will
disappear; falling
in love with a
fading shadow in
pure stupidity. –
Ibn al-Qayyim
Hai orang –
orang yang
mengambil
kesenangan
dalam
kehidupan yang
akan hilang;
jatuh cinta
dengan
Accurate Unacceptable Unreadad
iable
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bayangan
memudar
adalah murni
kebodohan. –
Ibn al-Qayyim
44. Your souls are
precious and can
only be equal to
the price of
Paradise,
therefore sell
them only at that
price – Ali
(radiAllahu anhu)
Jiwa Anda
berharga dan
dapat hanya
sama dengan
harga surga,
oleh karena itu
menjual mereka
hanya di harga
itu – Ali
(radiAllah anhu)
Less
Accurate
Unacceptable Unreadad
iable
45. How many
lessons there are
and how little
they are taken. –
Ali (radiAllahu
anhu)
Berapa banyak
pelajaran yang
ada dan betapa
sedikit mereka
diambil. – Ali
(radiAllah anhu)
Accurate Acceptable Readadia
ble
46. When you want
to mention your
companion`s
faults, remember
your own faults. –
Bila Anda ingin
menyebutkan
kesalahan
teman Anda,
ingat kesalahan
Accurate Acceptable Readadia
ble
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Ibn Abbas
(radiAllah anhu)
Anda sendiri. –
Ibn Abbas
(radiAllah anhu)
47. Give thanks for
unknown
blessings already
on their way.
Bersyukur untuk
berkat – berkat
yang tidak
diketahui sudah
dalam
perjalanan
mereka.
Less
Accurate
Unacceptable Unreadad
iable
48. Amongst the sign
of success at the
end is the turning
to Allah at the
beginning.
Di antara tanda
– tanda
keberhasilan
pada akhir
adalah
berpaling
kepada Allah di
awal.
Accurate Less
Acceptable
Less
Readadia
ble
49. May Allah steal
from you All that
steals you from
Him. – Rabi`a al-
Adawiyya
Mungkin Allah
mencuri dari
Anda semua
yang Anda
mencuri dari-
nya. –Rabi`a al-
Adawiyya
Inaccurate Unacceptable Unreadad
iable
50. Allah places the Allah Accurate Unacceptable Unreadad
iable
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heaviest burden
on those who can
carry its weight.
menempatkan
beban yang
paling berat
yang dapat
membawa
berat.
51. Sometimes Allah
SWT breaks a
spirit to save the
soul. Sometimes
He breaks the
heart to make us
whole.
Kadang –
kadang Allah
MANIS istirahat
semangat untuk
menyelamatkan
jiwa. Kadang –
kadang dia
istirahat hati
untuk membuat
kita seluruh.
Inaccurate Unacceptable Unreadad
iable
52. Sometimes Allah
SWT allows pain
so we can be
stronger.
Sometimes He
sends failure so
we can be
humble.
Kadang –
kadang Allah
MANIS
memungkinkan
sakit sehingga
kita dapat
menjadi lebih
kuat. Kadang –
kadang ia
mengirim
Inaccurate Unacceptable Unreadad
iable
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kegagalan agar
kami dapat
lebih rendah
hati.
53. Sometimes Allah
SWT allows ilness
so we take better
care of ourselves.
Kadang –
kadang Allah
MANIS
memungkinkan
penyakit
sehingga kita
mengambil lebih
memperhatikan
diri kita sendiri.
Inaccurate Unacceptable Unreadad
iUable
54. Sometimes Allah
SWT takes
everything away
so we can learn
the value of
everything He
gave us.
Kadang –
kadang Allah
MANIS
menghapus
segala sesuatu
sehingga kita
bisa belajar nilai
dari segala
sesuatu yang
diberikannya
kepada kita.
Inaccurate Unacceptable Unreadad
iable
55. Either your
friends are going
Baik teman –
teman Anda
Less
Accurate
Acceptable Readadia
ble
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to change you, or
you`re going to
change them &
that`s why you
need to surround
yourself with
good people.
akan mengubah
Anda, atau
Anda akan
mengubah
mereka & itu
sebabnya Anda
perlu untuk
mengelilingi diri
Anda dengan
orang – orang
baik.
56. A friend who
betrays you in the
end, was never
your friend from
the beginning.
Seorang teman
yang
mengkhianati
Anda di akhir,
tidak pernah
teman Anda
dari awal.
Accurate Less
Acceptable
Less
Readadia
ble
57. Anger is a
condition in
which the tongue
works faster than
the mind.
#control
Kemarahan
adalah suatu
kondisi di mana
lidah bekerja
lebih cepat
daripada
pikiran. #control
Accurate Acceptable Readadia
ble
58. Words must be Kata – kata Less Unacceptable Unreadad
iable
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weighed, not
counted. Be
sincere.
harus
ditimbang, tidak
dihitung. Jujur.
Accurate
59. Keep close to
your heart those
who bring you
closer to Allah
SWT.
Jauhkan
menutup hati
Anda orang –
orang yang
membawa Anda
lebih dekat ke
MANIS Allah.
Inaccurate Unacceptable Unreadad
iable
60. Pray your salah at
the corret times.
Everything else
will fall into place
for you.
Berdoa Anda
salah pada
waktu  yang
betul. Segala
sesuatu yang
lain akan jatuh
ke tempatnya
untuk Anda.
Inaccurate Less
Acceptable
Less
Readadia
ble
61. There is often less
danger in the
things we fear
than in the things
we desire.
Sering ada
bahaya kurang
dalam hal – hal
yang kita takut
daripada dalam
hal – hal yang
kita inginkan.
Inaccurate Less
Acceptable
Less
Readadia
ble
62. Ya Allah grant the Ya Allah Inaccurate Unacceptable Unreadad
iable
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reader of this
message firm
intentions,
unwavering
resolutions, a
devoted heart &
sincere words,
ameen.
memberikan
pembaca pesan
ini perusahaan
niat, resolusi
yang tak
tergoyahkan,
hati yang
dikhususkan &
kata – kata
yang tulus,
Amin.
63. O Allah! How can
I ask you for any
favours knowing
how disobedient I
am, but how can I
not ask you for
anything knowing
how Generous
You are.
O Allah!
Bagaimana
dapat saya
meminta Anda
untuk setiap
nikmat yang
mengetahui
bagaimana
tidak taat saya,
tapi bagaimana
saya tidak
meminta Anda
untuk apa – apa
yang
mengetahui
Less
Accurate
Less
Acceptable
Less
Readadia
ble
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bagaimana
murah hati
Anda.
64. Bow down to
Allah SWT & you
can stand up to
the world.
Dipuja Allah
MANIS & Anda
dapat
berdiriuntuk
dunia.
Inaccurate Less
Acceptable
Less
readadiab
le
65. “and He has put
love and mercy
between you.
Verily in that are
signs for those
who reflect.”
(30:21)
“dan dia telah
memberikan
kasih dan
sayang Anda.
Sesungguhnya
itu adalah tanda
– tanda bagi
mereka yang
mencerminkan.”
(30:21)
Less
Accurate
Less
Acceptable
Less
Readadia
ble
66. The closer a
person is to Allah,
the closer he is to
people.
Semakin dekat
seseorang
adalah untuk
Allah, semakin
dia adalah
untuk orang –
orang.
Inaccurate Less
Acceptable
Less
Readadia
ble
67. “I won`t dare to “Saya tidak Less Unacceptable Unreadad
iable
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question Allah
why I suffer pain
because I never
try to question
Him when I
experience
happiness.”
akan berani
mempertanyaka
n mengapa saya
menderita sakit
karena aku
tidak pernah
mencoba untuk
pertanyaan –
pertanyaan-nya
ketika saya
mengalami
kebahagiaan
Allah.
Accurate
68. Almight Allah
SWT is your only
true source of
happiness. All joy
comes from Him.
Seek Him.
Mahakuasa
Allah MANIS
adalah sumber
Anda hanya
benar
kebahagiaan.
Semua sukacita
datang dari-nya.
Mencari-Nya.
Inaccurate Unacceptable Unreadad
iable
69. A smile is a curve
that can set a lot
of things  straight.
Senyum adalah
sebuah kurva
yang dapat
mengatur
Inaccurate Less
Acceptable
Less
Readadia
ble
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banyak hal
lurus.
70. The spirit in
which a thing is
given is what is
important; it’s
the intention, not
the face-value of
the gift.
Roh di mana hal
yang diberikan
adalah apa
yang penting;
ini adalah niat,
tidak-nilai
nominal hadiah.
Inaccurate Uncceptable Unreadad
iable
71. A smile costs
nothing but gives
much.
Senyum ada
biaya tetapi
memberikan
banyak.
Inaccurate Unacceptable Unreadad
iable
72. Action are but
lifeless froms
whose soul is the
secret of sincerity
in them.
Tindakan adalah
bentuk tapi tak
bernyawa jiwa
yang adalah
rahasia
ketulusan hati.
Inaccurate Less
Acceptable
Less
Readadia
ble
73. Knowledge
knocks on the
door of action. If
it receives a reply
it stay, otherwise
it departs.
Pengetahuan
mengetuk pintu
tindakan. Jika
menerima
Balasan itu
tetap, atau
berangkat.
Inaccurate Unacceptable Unreadad
iable
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74. The entire Deen
is (about) good
character, so
whoever
exceeded you in
the Deen. – Ibn
Qayyum
Seluruh dien
adalah
(tentang)
karakter yang
baik, jadi siapa
melebihi Anda
dalam karakter
yang baik, telah
melebihi Anda
di sarang. –Ibn
Qayyum
Inaccurate Unacceptable Unreadad
iable
75. The entire world
is a darkness
except for the
sittings with the
scholars. (Al-
Hasan Al-Basri)
Seluruh dunia
adalah
kegelapan
kecuali sittings
para ulama. (Al-
Hasan Al-Basri)
Inaccurate Unacceptable Unreadad
iable
76. Always
remember to
forget, the
troubles that
passed away. But
never forget to
remember, the
blessings that
come each day.
Selalu ingat
untuk lupa,
masalah yang
meninggal
dunia. Tapi
tidak pernah
lupa untuk ingat
berkat yang
datang setiap
Less
Accurate
Less
Acceptable
Less
Readadia
ble
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hari.
77. Lower your gaze.
Raise your Dhikr
Menurunkan
pandangan
Anda.
Meningkatkan
dzikir Anda.
Less
Accurate
Less
Acceptable
Less
Readadia
ble
78. When someone
offends me, I
think it`s a GIFT
from Allah SWT.
Allah SWT is
teaching me
humility. (Ibn
Taymiyyah)
Ketika
seseorang
menyinggung
saya, saya pikir
itu adalah
KARUNIA dari
Allah MANIS.
Allah MANIS
adalah
mengajar saya
kerendahan
hati. (Ibnu
Taimiyah)
Less
Accurate
Less
Acceptable
Less
Readadia
ble
79. “When one of
you sees a person
superior to him in
property and
appearance, he
should look at the
one inferior to
“Ketika salah
satu dari Anda
melihat
seseorang
unggul
kepadanya
dalam properti
Accurate Less
Acceptable
Less
Readadia
ble
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him” (Bukhari) dan
penampilan, ia
harus melihat
yang lebih
rendah daripada
dia” (Bukhari)
80. Dear whoever is
reading this right
now, I hope you
had a reason to
smile today : )
Sayang
siapapun yang
membaca ini
benar sekarang,
saya berharap
Anda punya
alasan untuk
tersenyum hari
ini : )
Accurate Less
Acceptable
Less
Readadia
ble
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